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Master Shu did not answer Arron’s words.
He still keeps his eyelids down.
At this time, Gu Jianing went to speak: “My uncle’s meaning is clear to
me.”
Recently, Gu Jianing was taking care of Elder Shu. She saw with her
own eyes how Alyce was angry with Elder Shu at the door that day.
The old man Shu was so angry that Alyce was so angry that he
almost didn’t fall up in one breath. If she hadn’t been waiting for him in
time, it is estimated that the old man would have been mad at this
illegitimate girl who had never admitted, and he would have passed
away long ago.
Gu Jianing has known how old Shu hates this illegitimate daughter
who has never been admitted since she was three years old.
Perhaps even Darius didn’t know the grievances in it.
However, Gu Jianing was very clear.
The old man’s hatred of illegitimate daughters is deeply ingrained!
On this table, no one has more say than Gu Jianing on how the
master treats the daughter of an illegitimate girl.
Gu Jianing raised his hand and patted Mr. Shu on the back, and then
said very solemnly and forcefully: “I think I can speak for my uncle in
his views, and his handling opinions.”
“Mom.”
As soon as Gu Jianing’s words fell, Gu Xiaoqing spoke up here.

“Mom! You can’t fill up my aunt’s representative, can you?”
“You’d better let my aunt and grandpa take care of it yourself. I know
you are a softhearted person. You have been a little girlfriend with
Alyce since you were young. You have always cared about her. You
must have wanted to intercede for Alyce.”
“But, you have to worry about how I feel in accordance with the
master, okay?”
“Mom, please don’t act on behalf of my aunt and grandpa to send
Alyce to mother and daughter.”
“Your hair fall must be the lightest.”
“In this case, it’s not fair to my aunt and grandpa at all.”
Gu Xiaoqing looked at Arron again: “Not only is it unfair to my aunt
and grandfather, it is also unfair to Mrs. Fu in this way.”
“I originally thought that the relationship between Sige Fu and his wife
must be very good. The two people, Qinse and Ming, are very
affectionate, but I never thought that the wife would date two men at
the same time, and she still went to such a big Qingshan International
University. Hotel.”
“I am puzzled, why did my wife do this?”
“Even if you steal with a wild man outside, you can’t let the two men
run into it. Isn’t this going to start a fight?”
“Later I figured it out for myself, I think there are roughly two reasons.”
“One reason should be that Suzi’s demand is too great.”
“There is another reason, that is, Mrs. Fu doesn’t want the old friend,
she wants the current friend to solve the original friend.”
Gu Xiaoqing’s analysis is straightforward.
After the analysis was over, Gu Xiaoqing looked at Arron
apologetically: “Sorry Brother Fu, please forgive me for not telling you
what happened yesterday.”

“Yesterday when Mrs. Fu was dating those two male colleagues at
the Qingshan International Hotel, I was there at the time. The reason
why I did not tell you this when I was eating in the box with you
yesterday was because I considered The relationship between your
husband and wife may not have broken yet.”
“I think, husband and wife will be good for a hundred days a day.”
“I think you probably still have room for communication.”
“But what I didn’t expect is that you…you should have fallen out,
right?”
“Not only that, but listening to Uncle Fu’s meaning, it seems that Mrs.
Fu also used her own daughter.”
Speaking of this, Gu Xiaoqing shrugged regretfully from time to time:
“It is a pity that a six-year-old child was used by his biological mother
in this way.”
“Actually, neither my mother nor I have a say.”
“I think, apart from Brother Fu, the person who has the most say in
this matter should be my aunt.”
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“Because after all, Mrs. Fu’s mother has been pestering my aunt and
grandpa since she was a child, and even voluntarily surnamed my
aunt’s surname. I think, my mother and my aunt are so close to each
other. There is no such surname.”
“But a… such a woman, she actually…”
Gu Xiaoqing appropriately said half of the words and left half of them.
Her expression and her words seemed so sensible and so innocent.
It seems that these things are all outside.
And she, regardless of whether she encountered it accidentally.

She shrugged and looked at Elder Shu with an innocent look: “This
matter, let my aunt and grandpa speak.”
“Auntie?” Gu Xiaoqing called.
Elder Shu raised his eyelids and glanced at Gu Xiaoqing.
Gu Xiaoqing immediately said, “Don’t be afraid, grandma, you will be
fine if you are taken care of by my mother and me today.”
“Furthermore, many old things, even things that have been delayed
for several decades, must be dealt with clearly after all. Today I will
take advantage of this Uncle Fu’s family banquet to solve them all at
once.”
“I also know that some people’s fox tails may be ugly, and they will
bite people if they are impatient, so don’t worry, my mother and I will
protect you.”
“With my mother and I, we will never let some people take advantage
of my aunt and grandpa again!”
In the end, Gu Xiaoqing became more and more righteous.
The spearhead in her words was already very straightforward and
pointed at Suzi and Alyce.
After finishing talking, she looked at Suzi with an innocent smile and
Alyce who was restless.
However, as soon as Gu Xiaoqing finished speaking, Darius took the
scene.
“Gu Xiaoqing! Don’t spit people here with blood! I tell you, as soon as
today’s family banquet is over, you and your mother will get out of my
house smoothly! My family does not welcome your mother and
daughter!”
Gu Xiaoqing’s eye circles suddenly became red: “Brother Darius,
you…”
“I’m not your brother!”

Gu Xiaoqing was even more aggrieved: “Brother Darius, even Fourth
Master Fu is willing to sign a contract with me. He accepted me, but
you still misunderstand me?”
“I… even yesterday my mother took a picture of Suzi fighting with two
men. I didn’t tell Fourth Master Fu. I was afraid that it would affect the
relationship between their husband and wife. Darius, you still What do
you want me to do?”
“Brother Darius, haven’t you noticed that things are on you?”
“I think my aunt and grandpa is right. Actually, you were seduced by
Suzi yourself. You just can’t feel it. You are already in it, cousin!”
Darius was furious. He pointed to Gu Xiaoqing for a long time and
could not speak.
Later, his angry lips were pale: “I… what kind of evil we made in the
Shu family, why are we being repeatedly broken up by unrelated
people to split our own family? Why! Grandpa, tell me why this is!”
“Our own relatives, blood relatives! But we want others to divide us, is
that true, Grandpa?”
“From Gu Jianing to Walton, from Walton to Lanita, now Lanita has
finally disappeared. Are the mothers and daughters of Gu Jianing and
Gu Xiaoqing making a comeback?”
“Grandpa! Tell me, will our Shu family be decomposed by these
people outside to stop if there is not even a little sc*m left?”
“Auntie, look at my cousin…” Gu Xiaoqing cried and said.
At this time, Elder Shu finally raised his eyelids.
His voice was extremely old: “Okay, I…talk about it.”
Then he looked at Alyce.
Alyce sneered: “I’m not dead! I’m listening!”

Master Shu’s voice is getting older: “I have lived for such a long time,
now I just want to do something for my daughter Alyce and my
granddaughter Suzi Suzi!”

